Catherine Dunn

Copyediting and proofreading portfolio

Non-fiction:

- The Development of Chinese Martial Arts Fiction: A History of Wuxia Literature (Chen Pingyuan) – History: Literature
- The Routledge Handbook of Soft Power (Naren Chitty, Li Ji, Gary D. Rawnsley and Craig Hayden) – Political: Essays
- The World of Mr Casaubon: Britain’s Wars of Mythography 1700–1870 (Colin Kidd) – Social Sciences: Anthropology, Folklore
- Why Science Needs Art: From historical to modern day perspectives (Richard Roche, Francesca R Farina and Seán Commins) – Art: Art History
- Producing Queer Youth: The Paradox of Digital Media Empowerment (Lauren S. Berliner) – Social Sciences: Media, LGBTQ Issues
- Europe, Byzantium and the ‘Intellectual Silence’ of Rus’ Culture (Donald Ostrowski) – History: Europe
- Books Before Print (Erik Kwakkel) – History: Literature
- Youth, Risk, Routine: A New Perspective on Risk-Taking in Young Lives (Tea Torbenfeldt Bengtsson and Signe Ravn) – Social Sciences: Anthropology
- Early Medieval Hagiography (James T. Palmer) – History: Religion, Anthropology, Literature
- Robert Wilson (second edition) (Maria Shevtsova) – Art: Performance, Theatre
- White Flag? (Michael Ashcroft and Isabel Oakeshott) – Political: Memoir
- 1066 in Perspective (David Bates) – History: Europe
- Seduction Gone Bad (Ray Speckman) – History: Religion, Anthropology
- A Sourcebook of Early Modern European History: Life, Death, and Everything in Between (Ute Lotz-Heumann) – History: Europe, Religion, Anthropology
- 21 Days of Inspiration: Daily Wisdom for Living an Inspired Life (Sze-Wing Vetault) – Psychology: Self-Help, Lifestyle
- Limitless: How to Ignore Everybody, Carve Your Own Path, and Live Your Own Life (Laura Gassner) – Psychology: Self-Help, Lifestyle
- The Good Student (Joseph Dorri) – Psychology: Self-Help, Lifestyle, Education
- Christ on a Donkey: Palm Sunday, Triumphant Entries, and Blasphemous Pageants (Max Harris) – History: Religion
- Ask In Prayer (Tom Bowers) – Memoir, Religion
- How and Why We Teach Shakespeare (Sidney Homan) – Literature, Pedagogy, Education
- Responsive States: Federalism and American Public Policy (Andrew Karch and Shanna Rose) – Politics, Social Sciences
• **Physics and Psychics: The Occult and the Sciences in Modern Britain** (Richard Noakes) – History: Science
• **Planting Design: Connecting People and Place** (Patrick Mooney) – Landscape Architecture
• **Your Safety and Privacy Online** (Siggi Bjarnason) – IT
• **Understanding Urban Politics: Institutions, Representation, and Policies** (Timothy B. Krebs and Arnold Fleischmann) – Politics
• **Freedom Beyond Belief** (William Moon) – Psychology: Self-Help
• **Utilitarianism** (Tim Mulgan) – Philosophy
• Government Gazette 2018 vol. 2 (various contributors) – Magazine: Political
• Miscellaneous blog posts for the brands MuscleClub, CrazyBulk, Noocube, Testogen, Male Extra, Marine Muscle, Blackwolf, Zeta White and PhenQ (various authors for Moreniche Ltd) – Health: Lifestyle, Fitness, Diet
• Miscellaneous web pages and email templates for Photigy (various authors for Photigy.com) – Corporate

Fiction:

• **Loving a War Child** (Celia Wightman) – Romance
• **Knitting Haggis** (Lisa Stewart) – Humour, Contemporary Women’s
• **Being Gil’s Sister** (Lisa Stewart) – Humour, Contemporary Women’s
• **Soup is the New Coffee** (Lisa Stewart) – Humour, Contemporary Women’s
• **Bloodreign I** (Marishka Grayson) – Erotica, Paranormal Romance
• **Bloodreign II** (Marishka Grayson) – Erotica, Paranormal Romance
• **Bloodreign III** (Marishka Grayson) – Erotica, Paranormal Romance
• **Church Mouse: Memoir of a vampire’s servant** (R. H. Hale) – Horror, Fantasy
• **Church Mouse – Book 2: The Change** (R. H. Hale) – Horror, Fantasy
• **Gheidh** (Marishka Grayson) – Erotica, Paranormal Romance
• **Sagalands: Scroll I – Search for Peace** (R. K. Law) – YA, Fantasy
• **Bad Keys** (J. B. Curry) – Crime, Thriller, Romantic Comedy
• **The Hairless Chihuahua Who Saved America** (SAMM) – Short Story: Satire
• **Marfóir** (Marishka Grayson) – Fantasy, Erotica
• **SteamDwarf** (Kristoph Koch) – YA, Fantasy
• **The Planck Variable** (Benjamin Ache) – Science Fiction
• **Exordium** (Tyson Jordan) – Science Fiction
• Lara’s Story (Etienne MacGregor) – Romance, Erotica
• **Fields of Orion** (Andy Oppenheimer) – Science Fiction
• **Margin of Errors: Stygian Menace Book II** (Henry McAndrews) – Science Fiction, Children’s
• **Snow White and the Seven Whores** (Jessica Levett) – Short Story: YA
• **Hybrids: Volume 1 – Trouble** (Jennie Dorny) – Science Fiction
• **Dreamsphere: The Day We Stopped Dreaming** (Samson Tonauac) – Science Fiction, Fantasy, Surreal
• **Deartháireacha** (Marishka Grayson) – Fantasy, Erotica, Paranormal Romance
• **Letters to the Ghost of Laura** (C. J. Dowden) – Literary
• **Who She Was** (Braylee Parkinson) – Crime
Unpublished works include theses, dissertations, essays and corporate documents as well as forthcoming books.